
Hi!  I am Sam.  
Sam I am.  I do 

not like...
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SAM’s 

 S t o r y b o o k 

Written
 & Illu

strat
ed by: 

Samantha Curley

Oops, that’s a 
different story.  
And this?  Well, 
this is my story.  



there

- to-HERE

And it’s a story 
about moving from, 
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H
E
R
E

For a long time it 
was good to be,
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good grades
lots of friends
comfortable faith
plan for future
predictable, easy



Recently, however, thanks to 
some:

intell igent
i n s p i r i n g
disruptive

voices in my life,

here has lost its appeal.
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So, what’s the problem?  
The there. 

Where is it? What is 
it? How do I get 

there?  And who wants 
to join me?



there

- and-
HERE

Turns out the space between, 
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and 
i’m all in for 

patience 
and waiting 
and listening for a 

time...

    is a bit
   Lonely
Confusing

     Vulnerable

Yet, fertile!



there

So I’m hoping my next

is
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BUT, I’m ready to 

M  O  V  E
And move now!

HERE



stranger
 than
 fiction

Because there’s so much I want 

to be|
 to create|
  to do|
 & 
to tell
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And I feel a little bit like 
Will Ferrell’s character in,

...still trying to figure 
out what story I’m living in.
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Or maybe my story will 
unfold with what I’m doing 
right now, right where I am.  

All I know for sure is that,
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My Story?
Starting a gAP    YEAR 
program for graduated high 
school seniors before college
Opening a COFfee    HOUsE  
community space

Using media to create a 
lifelong, experiential 
lEArNIng   COMMUniTy       
of Wonder (check out 
rednoW.com)

http://www.rednow.com
http://www.rednow.com
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“the rest 
is still 

unwritten” This story was written by me, 
Samantha Curley.  I live in Evanston, 

Illinois and I’ve been on full-time 
Young Life staff since I graduated 
from Northwestern University in 2008.

I created this story, including the 
picture of the binoculars on page 5 (in 
case you were wondering what in the 

heck that was) exclusively using 
Pages on my beloved MacBook. 

#


